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HMIS Lead / Sys Admin – Q&A 
Questions from 02/15/2023 Webinar 

For any questions that were not addressed on the webinar, or if there are specifics questions to your 
own systems, please submit an HMIS AAQ to receive a thorough answer: 
https://www.hudexchange.info/program-support/my-question/ 
 
Q: Will there be any kind of preliminary agenda released for NHSDC? 
A: Yes. NHSDC is reviewing sessions now, and when there is a preliminary agenda it will be posted to 
nhsdc.org.  
 
Q: Where can I find the NHSDC registration? 
A:  https://whova.com/web/K9drzZKxkz96--TnnqtQwI5Y5hEJHabq3EmSQENFHQ8%3D/   
 
Q: Where can I find the PIT extrapolation tool?  
A: https://files.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/PIT-Extrapolation-Tool.xlsx 
 
Q: What is the time commitment/expectations for communities that participate in the advanced users 
group? 
A: This is the first time this is being done, and we don't have an official estimated amount of time but 
expect it would be around 4-5 hours a month over a few months. Expectations are to engage with TA 
and participate in presenting the work and attending several virtual workshops leading up to the 
development of a white paper on your system.  
 
Q: Will the Eva requirements for blank columns in data be reduced so we can get insights even if we are 
missing some required data elements? 
A: HUD is working to reject files only when critical columns (columns used elsewhere in the tool) have 
an issue. 
 
Q: Since Eva uses the HMIS CSV, is it possible that HMIS vendors will no longer need to provide a CoC 
APR and/or ESG CAPER (etc, etc) and instead just provide an HMIS CSV export? 
A: There is no current plan to change the submission process for APR/CAPER. 
 
Q: Are the EVA details and Github linked on the HMIS Lead Exchange Resources page?   Is it possible to 
add if not there already? 
A: They are on the Exchange but not the leads page. HUD will look into adding those links. Here is the 
Exchange page for Eva: https://www.hudexchange.info/resource/6786/hmis-eva/ 
 
Q: Has there been a recent directive from HUD for HMIS vendors to begin data integration with outside 
software?  
A: No. HUD has not issued a directive to begin integration between HMIS and other software. 

Q: How do we know if a program needs to use a comparable database?  
A: Victim Service Provider (VSP) is an agency level designation - HUD produced this decision tree to help 
navigate these questions: https://files.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/HMIS-When-to-Use-a-
Comparable-Database.pdf  

https://www.hudexchange.info/program-support/my-question/
https://files.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/HMIS-When-to-Use-a-Comparable-Database.pdf
https://files.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/HMIS-When-to-Use-a-Comparable-Database.pdf
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Q: Is there a walkthrough video that shows how to use/access EVA? I am struggling to get it to work. 
A: Please submit an issue on GitHub and we can reach out and help get you started. Training materials 
will be under development shortly. You can watch an early demo of the tool during the November HMIS 
System Admin call: HUD Monthly HMIS Webinar November 2022 
 
Q: For CE APR submission, what if there are 2 different CE grants that have 2 different reporting dates, 
one is for DV and one is not. Should both the CE Programs be reported? 
A: The CE APR reports at the system/CoC level, not at the project/program level. You would run the CE 
APR for each of those different reporting dates at the system/CoC level. Please see the Sage Guidebook 
for additional details about CE APR reporting requirements.  
 
Q: When are the FY2023 CE APR updates required to take effect? 
A: FY2023 CE APR specs were effective on January 1, 2023 
 
Q: For the CE-APR, shouldn't we be able to filter based on specific projects? 
A: The CE APR must be generated from all projects in the CoC, regardless of their funding source. 
Projects which collected CE data during the report period are included in this report, regardless of 
whether they are project typed CE (14) in the HMIS. This includes all projects funded under the CoC 
program, ESG program, or any other funding source where elements 4.19 Coordinated Entry Assessment 
and 4.20 Coordinated Entry Event were collected. We are only using project filtering in a multi-CoC 
implementation. 
 
Q: Is there any news on the APR reporting requirements that will be added for the unsheltered NOFO 
projects? 
A: HUD is developing project set up and data collection guidance for projects funded under the 
Unsheltered and Rural Special NOFO. More information will be provided in the coming weeks. 
 
Q: If we don't have CE-SSO grant, do we need to submit a CE APR? 
A: No. The CE APR is only required to be submitted if the CoC received a CoC Program SSO:CE grant. 
 
Q: SSN collection requirements: currently APR and DQ categorize non full SSN as an error. With this 
update will those report specs be changed as well? 
A: Yes. The report programming specs will be updated as well.  
 
Q: If a person is exited from a project due to no longer being in the CoC, should the destination answer 
be Other - Left CoC, or should it be the actual type of housing situation they are now in? 
A: Actual type. The client’s Destination is about where they are staying, not necessarily about why they 
are staying there. The destination will depend on the specifics of the situation, but it is important to 
select a destination response category that reflects the true nature of the situation. 
 
Q: Would the “Client prefers not to answer” response be used for what is currently both the “Client 
doesn't know” and “Client refused” responses? 
A: No, “Client prefers not to answer” would only be used for the "Client refused" response.  
 
Q: If someone responds with “Client prefers not to answer”, will that be an error? 
A: "Client prefers not to answer" will be treated the same as "Client Refused", and will be a data quality 
error in the same way "Client Refused" is currently. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JehVchoGTcI&feature=youtu.be
https://files.hudexchange.info/resources/documents/Sage-CoC-APR-Guidebook-for-CoC-Grant-Funded-Programs.pdf
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Q: If a person does not have a SS# what is the most appropriate response? 
A: "Client doesn't know" 
 
Q: We have quite a few undocumented immigrants who do not have SSNs. Although the SSN can be 
answered as 000-00-0000, there currently isn't an applicable answer to 'SSN Data Quality' (options are 
don't know or refused, but currently no option for "Don't have SSN"). Any plans to update the SSN DQ 
field? 
A: Not at the moment. We are continuing to have conversations about how to report on SSN 
completeness without penalizing programs that serve large numbers of undocumented folks. It is crucial 
that you cannot determine someone's immigration status from their HMIS UDEs. 
 
Q: Will the potential data element of Sexual Orientation be reported out on the APR? If not, is this going 
to be a similar element that eventually gets removed because we're not using it for reporting like Well 
Being? 
A: Yes, the intent is to include this data element in the APR. 
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